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In the paper, the effect of the charging behaviours of electric vehicles (EVs) on the grid load is discussed. The residential traveling
historical data of EVs are analyzed and fitted to predict their probability distribution, so that the models of the traveling patterns can
be established. A nonlinear stochastic programming model with the maximized comprehensive index is developed to analyze the
charging schemes, and a heuristic searching algorithm is used for the optimal parameters configuration.With the comparison of the
evaluation criteria, the multiobjective strategy is more appropriate than the single-objective strategy for the charging, i.e., electricity
price. Furthermore, considering the characteristics of the normal batteries and charging piles, user behaviour and EV scale, a Monte
Carlo simulation process is designed to simulate the large-scale EVs traveling behaviours in long-term periods. The obtained
simulation results can provide prediction for the analysis of the energy demand growth tendency of the future EVs regulation.
As a precedent of open-source simulation system, this paper provides a stand-alone strategy and architecture to regulate the EV
charging behaviours without the unified monitoring or management of the grid.

1. Introduction

With the gradually deteriorated air quality, environments
and energy crisis caused by the fuel-powered vehicles around
the world, renewable vehicles, i.e., electric vehicles (EVs) are
greatly promoted by all the governments, and many policies
have been issued related to their development, where EVs
will become the main transportation tools in the future along
with the increasing improved technologies and infrastructure
construction. However, the continuous energy demand
growth of EVs puts a heavy pressure on the power grid with
serious uncertainties in grid regulation [1]. Generally, one
EV connection to the grid is roughly equal to the load
requirement from one small household, where the con-
struction of the grid in California, the most popular states
of EVs in America, is facing the grid update problem cur-
rently [2]. The effect of EVs on the distributed power grid

has been investigated in [3–5], and the involved impact
factors can be summarized as traveling patterns, battery
characteristics, charging schedule, and EV penetration, as
shown in Figure 1.

From the analysis of the Danish national transportation
survey data, the EV traveling model can be established with
the driving distance and driving periods as the statistical data,
so that the power demand and expected charging time from
EVs can be determined [6]. The data demonstrate that the
average driving distance of the EVs is 29.48 km, while the
daily driving distance of 75% of the EVs is less than 40 km.
Therefore, 40 km driving distance can be used to determine
whether the EV battery capacity can meet the daily traveling
requirement. Moreover, EVs can be considered as the mobile
load connected between the power system and the transpor-
tation system, where the random mobility and charging of
the EVs are dependent on the stochastic traveling patterns
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of the EV owners [7]. The graph theory was used to analyze
the traffic and power network based on the driving pat-
terns, and the randomly mobilized characteristics of the
EV charging load was modelled accordingly.

Besides the requirement of the power quality (i.e., voltage
and frequency) during EV charging, the required charging
power is the most concerned for the power supply utilities
[8]. According to the standard J1772 of the Society of
Automotive Engineers [9], charging power can be divided
into three levels, where grade 1 (1.5–3 kW) and grade 2
(10–20 kW) are suitable for family use, and grade 3 (40 kW
and above) is more suitable for EV fast charging, by which
EV charging can be completed within one hour; however, it
is mostly used in centralized charging scenarios due to overly
high power.

The charging plan is normally determined by two factors,
charging availability (charging situation) and charging
strategy [10]. Since the energy consumption of the daily
EV journey is less than the battery-rated capacity, it is
unnecessary to charge the EV on daily basis. The EV
can start to be charged only when its battery state-of-
charge (SOC) is less than the threshold. The EV charging
strategies play an important role in the evaluation of the
EV influence on the power system [11], which can be
divided into (1) simple charging (dumb charging), i.e.,
the unplanned “plug and play” pattern, generally charged
at the end of the trip in one day or when the charging
facility is available; (2) tariff-driven charging, i.e., charg-
ing during off-peak periods with cheaper cost; and (3)
intelligent charging, i.e., the extra battery energy can be
used as the energy resource to provide assistant service
during high-peak hours, which is beneficial to the stable
grid operation.

Another important aspect to analyze the EVs influence
on the grid is to design the evaluation index quantitatively.
In [12], based on the insular power system of Crete in
Greece, it studied the impact of plug-in EVs with smart
and direct charging patterns on the grid energy schedul-
ing and cost. An EV aggregator that participates in the

market is proposed with the price-taking approach for
solving optimally self-scheduling problem. Compared with
different scenarios of EV penetration, an irregular perfor-
mance would be presented on the unit commitment
schedule while the number of EVs reaches 21,000. Paper
[13] introduces an architecture for the intelligent energy
management system, which is composed of an admission
control, a pricing module, and a power scheduling module
that determines the charging sequence of EVs. The queuing
problem of power dispatch is formulated as a stochastic
dynamic programming problem, and a threshold admission
and greedy scheduling method is adopted to minimize the
electricity cost.

Based on the review of EVs impacts on the grid, it
can be shown that EVs popularization will bring nonne-
glectful new electric load. At present, however, most
research conclusions about large-scale EVs charging are
drawn from simulation experiments. There are obvious
discrepancies of gas station facilities and EV supporting
facilities among different cities. How to improve the cred-
ibility and universality of the prediction results is still a
challenge. Therefore, many involved issues should be
addressed to improve the load prediction accuracy, i.e.,
driving and charging models with appropriately practical
condition, traveling probability distribution model, and
multiobjective EV charging patterns.

Furthermore, most works merely consider the price
incentive in the charging modes, and the relation between
EVs traveling behaviours and charging schemes has not been
accurately described by mathematical models [14, 15]. This
paper investigates large-scale EV charging behaviours as a
multiobjective optimization problem, and the main contribu-
tions are summarized as follows:

(1) From the benefits of the EV users and power sup-
pliers perspectives, the comprehensive evaluation
index system has been developed with three key
factors: load peak value, charging bills, and traveling
rate, which are used as the objective to describe the
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Figure 1: The impact factors of EV charging to the power system.
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prediction and optimization problems of the EVs
power usage requirement

(2) Based on the actual traffic data, the probability distri-
bution model of the traveling patterns is established;
Monte Carlo (MC) is adopted to establish the large-
scale EVs traveling and charging simulation system
to improve the load prediction accuracy

(3) A multiobjective charging strategy has been devel-
oped under multiple constraints, and the involved
parameters are determined via a novel constraint
mechanism which transfers the equality-boundary
constraints into binary feature selection

(4) Besides, the nonlinear model of the charging behav-
iour and the MC simulation algorithm have been
fully open-source [16]. Based on the proposed frame-
work shown in Figure 2, more grid-impact assess-
ments can be focused on the situation of EVs in
different districts and their charging facilities

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 analyzes the energy usage status of the EVs, and
the optimized indexes are determined. The statistical model
of the traveling pattern and the charging strategies of the
EVs are introduced in Section 3. Monte Carlo simulation
algorithm is used to calculate the solution of the nonlinear
programming model in the same section. In Section 4, a
multiobjective charging strategy is developed with optimal
parameters, and the proposed strategies are compared via
simulation experiments as well. Conclusions and future work
are given in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation

2.1. System Description. According to the traffic survey in
Beijing [17], the traveling periods of private EVs during
working days are concentrated among 6:00–9:00 (early
peak) and 16:00–19:00 (evening peak), and 40.3% of the
parking time (slack time >5 hours) of EVs are distributed
among 18:00–21:00, which are depicted in Figure 3. If
EVs charging is performed without any guidance, peak load
would be generated due to the large-scale charging concen-
trated at parking periods. According to the 2020 Shenzhen
EVs growth plan [18], the current power grid will be diffi-
cult to satisfy the energy demand of EVs, which would
result in power supply tension, or even endanger the safety
of the grid operation [19]. Furthermore, more investment
should be put to satisfy higher load peak requirement,
resulting in large-scaled equipment upgrade and capital
budget pressure. On the other hand, due to the constrained
battery capacity and limited charging piles, the EVs traveling
plan would be hindered if without appropriate charging
schedule, which is currently one of the most important rea-
sons to limit the popularity of EVs.

Therefore, an objective to study the effect of large-scaled
EV charging on the grid load (hereinafter referred to as “EV
charging problem”) is summarized as: based on the routine
traveling habits of EV users, the optimal charging strategy
is proposed to reduce the grid peak load, lower the cost of
EV users, and guarantee the success of traveling plan, which
can be ascribed as one of the NP-hard problems.

First, the relationship between the traveling patterns and
charging behaviour are analyzed so as to extract the involved
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Figure 2: The framework for EVs traveling and charging behaviours analysis.
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key factors and determine the evaluation indices. The total
required power of the EV charging from the grid system at
the specific moment is determined by the four main impact
factors, i.e., battery characteristics Cap ∼ SOC , charging
piles Wc , users behaviour (Fd ∼Qc), and the current EV
number Nev . As it is shown, the characteristics of the
battery pack, charging piles, and current EV number can be
assumed as known variables. The variables describing user
behaviours are unknown variables which will be determined
by mathematical models.

For this type of NP-hard problems which cannot be
solved directly, the MC simulation method is adopted to
simulate the EVs operation system under different charg-
ing strategies for the purpose of optimal EV charging
mode obtainment. Based on the statistics, different proba-
bility distributions are selected to describe the EVs driving
behaviours to improve the credibility of the MC simula-
tion results. Finally, several commonly used optimization
algorithms are introduced to adjust the parameters config-
uration of the charging modes so as to realize the optimal
comprehensive index.

According to the technical specifications of the small EVs
and common characteristics of urban residents’ vehicle trav-
eling habit, several assumptions have been made to describe
the complex EVs charging problem without loss of generality.

(1) The EV battery and parameters related to the
charging piles are set similar to those of the
commercial products

(2) Each day (24 hours) will be divided equally into 96
intervals, i.e.,15 minutes as the sampling period

(3) The traveling frequency, departure-parking time,
and driving mileage are the main factors directly
affecting the EV charging behaviour, i.e., the
charging period (Tc), initial SOC (SOCini), and the
required charging quantity (Qc). So the traveling
patterns and the charging strategies are the two
key factors to be focused

(4) In order to guarantee the success of the expected
traveling plan, it is assumed that the battery packs
will be fully charged at each charging

(5) The traveling patterns of the personal EVs on the
working days are considered; other types of EVs or
driving patterns under holidays/weekends will not
be addressed unless otherwise specified

(6) The urban residents in Shenzhen and in Beijing share
the same traveling pattern

Replacing the input module (shown in Figure 2) with
specific traffic data, the problem formulation and models
can be extended to other urban areas or holiday/weekend
driving patterns. Thus, the designed framework has the
advantage of solving a universal problem and benefits to
obtain reasonable results in different situations.

2.2. The Evaluation Index System. The different evaluation
indices are listed in Nomenclature after Conclusions, which
are developed from the perspectives of power suppliers
Wpeak,Waverage, APR, Rload and EV owners C, Cmax,

Rsave, Rtrip . Since the average-peak ratio (APR), saving rate
(Rsave), and traveling rate (Rtrip) are the most concerned
indices for the energy suppliers and EV owners [10, 20], they
are used to form the comprehensive index Y , which is
defined as

Y = α ⋅ APR + β ⋅ Rsave + γ ⋅ Rtrip ,

1 0 = α + β + γ,
1

x =
x − Xmin

Xmax − Xmin
, 2

where α, β, and γ are the positive weight coefficients (≤1 0),
and they can be set flexibly. Here, α = 0 4, β = 0 3, and
γ = 0 3, denoting load balance index taken as priority.
The higher value of Y means higher system performance.
⋅ is used to normalize the index value by equation (2),

and Xmin, Xmax are bound of X. The normalization can
improve the sensitivity of the optimization algorithm to
the index variation so as to avoid premature convergence.
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Figure 3: Daily traveling and parking behaviours of EVs in Beijing.
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3. The Ev Load Estimation Based on Monte
Carlo Simulation

After the optimal objective and key impact factors are
determined, the EV charging problem can be configured as
a nonlinear programming model. Under the constraints of
the EV battery characteristics and user traveling patterns,
the objective functions can be established based on different
demands from the power suppliers and EV users so as to
obtain the optimal charging schemes. The undetermined
variables in the model, i.e., Wi, are quantified via MC simu-
lation tool to simulate the daily EV traveling, charging, and
slack state. Furthermore, the statistic models of the traveling
habit and EV charging behaviour have been established to
improve the MC simulation credibility level.

3.1. The Probability Distributed Fitting Model for the
Traveling Variables. According to the data collected from
the GPS installed on 112 private EVs in Beijing [17], totally,
4892 data from June 2012 to March 2013 are recorded and
used as the relevant information are outlined in Table 1.
Here, from the analysis of the EVs driving data in working
days, the probabilistic density function (PDF) and its
parameters of the traveling variables can be determined as
follows (see Figure 4):

(1) To select the PDF from the generally used probabi-
listic functions, i.e., exponential, gamma, normal,
and Poisson distribution functions, which are called
“PDF-x”

(2) To estimate the scale and shape parameters of the
“PDF-x” through the maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLE) [21]

(3) To verify whether the generated 1000 groups of data
accept the original hypothesis at a confidence level of
95% (significance level α = 0 05) by the K-S, F-test,
and T-test such statistical methods [22]

(4) According to the P value results, the fitting degree
between the “PDF-x” model is obtained

(5) To evaluate the best fitting of the “PDF” as “PDF-
best” after iterative comparison

Then the obtained “PDF-best” of each variable is applied
to the simulated system so the input values satisfied
specific probabilistic distributions are in accordance with
the actual vehicles traveling patterns. Although there are
certain biases existence at FdD

am
t and Dpm

t (shown as
Figures 5(a) and 5(d)), different hypotheses testing
methods (including chi-square test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, and t-test) are adopted and verified that these deviations

are acceptable with sufficient statistical samples, the detailed
results are achievable in our open-source project [16]. There-
fore, the designed MC simulation model is quite reliable with
high credibility.

(1) The daily traveling frequency, Fd , follows Γ dis-
tribution,

f x ∣ a, b =
1

baΓ a
xa−1e −x/b ,

Γ a =
∞

0
ta−1e−tdt,

3

where Γ a is the gamma function, x is the ran-
dom variable, f ⋅ is the PDF of Fd , and a and
b are the shape parameter and scale parameter,
respectively. Through the MLE, a = 3 71, b = 0 64,
the expectation mean = 2 39, and the variance var =
1 24 can be obtained. The comparison between the
actual data and the fitted curve of the traveling
frequency is shown in Figure 5(a)

(2) The driving mileage of each traveling, Md , follows
Birnbaum-Saunders (BS) distribution,

f x β, γ =
1
2π

⋅ exp −
x/β − β/x

2

2γ2

⋅
x/β + β/x

2γx
,

4

where f ⋅ is the PDF of the BS distribution; β
and γ are the scale parameter and shape parame-
ter, respectively. Through the MLE, β = 10 57, γ =
0 97, mean = 15 52, and var = 15 09 can be obtained.
The probability density distribution curves of the
actual data and the BS fitting curve are shown
in Figure 5(b)

(3) The duration of each traveling, Td , follows Γ distribu-
tion. Suppose each traveling duration also obeys
gamma distribution as expressed in equation (3),
the parameters can be acquired via MLE, i.e., a =
1 87, b = 18 35, mean = 34 4, and var = 25 12. The
fitted curve with gamma distribution and the actual
data curve are depicted in Figure 5(c).

Table 1: The involved five factors for EV traveling pattern analysis.

Total distance Distance per trip Travel duration Duration per trip Travel times

35.4 km 15.5 km 1.51 h 0.63 h 2.29
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(4a) The departure time of each traveling (AM),
Dam
t , follows a location-scale distribution,

f Dam
t

x ∣ μ, σ, ν =
Γ ν + 1 /2

σ ⋅ νπ ⋅ Γ ν/2

⋅
ν + x − μ /σ 2

ν

− ν+1 /2

,

5

where f ⋅ is the PDF of Dam
t , Γ ⋅ is the

gamma function, and μ, σ, ν are the location
parameter, scale parameter, and shape param-
eter, respectively. Through the MLE, mean =
μ = 8 36, σ = 1 08, ν = 2 16, and var = 3 98
can be obtained.

(4b) The departure time of each traveling (PM),Dpm
t ,

follows normal distribution,

f Dpm
t

x μ, σ =
1

σ 2π
⋅ e − x−μ 2 / 2σ 2

6

Through the MLE, the expectation μ = 18 2 and
the standard variance σ = 2 84. The fitted curve
with probability density distribution and the
actual data curve are shown in Figure 5(d).

3.2. Modelling the Charging Strategies. EV users would select
different charging strategies, i.e., to set a specific target or
to charge at optimal periods. For instance, under the
incentive of the time-of-use (ToU) electricity prices [23],
the users would charge EVs during parking periods with
lower electricity prices, which is called the tariff-guiding
strategy. The usually used three charging strategies are
described in Table 2.

Equation (7) describes the unified quantization formula
of the users’ charging motivation. By changing the weight
coefficient Wi i = 1,2,3 of the three charging strategies,
the charging strategy models can be derived quantitatively
as follows:

P =W1R +W2 1 5 −
C

CTOC
+W3 1 5 −

Tcharge

Tslack
+U s ,

1 0 = 〠
3

i=1
Wi, Wi ∈ 0 0,1 0 ,

7

U s =
+∞, SOCcurr ≤ SOCmin,

0, otherwise,
8

where P is the charging priority to be arranged at certain
period, i.e., EV starts charging when P > 0 5; R is the ran-
dom priority factor following the uniform distribution
with R ∈ 0, 1 , in order to simulate the random charging
behaviour; Tcharge and T slack are the predicted time intervals
required for the fully charged and the slack time intervals,
respectively; U s denotes that if the current SOC of the
EV, SOCcurr ≤ SOCmin, the EV would be charged immedi-
ately. In order to ensure the reliability of the traveling plan,
SOCmin = 0 2. C and CTOC are the average charging cost at
certain periods and the average charging cost of one day,
which can be calculated as follows:

C =
∑T

i=1Ci

T
, 9

where T is the continuous charging duration and Ci is the
ToU price at the ith moment, as listed in Table 3; here,
CTOC = 0 57 Yuan/kWh.

Through the comparison of the priority level at each
interval during EV slack periods, the charging moment can
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Figure 4: Diagram of the distribution function selection of the involved traveling variables.
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be regarded as the highest priority (e.g., the maximum
random value, the least cost, or the longest parking time) to
achieve the maximum benefit. The pseudocode of the
charging procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.

3.3. Monte Carlo Simulation. Based on the EV traveling and
charging statistics, the MC is used for numerical simulation
to solve the output performance index of the different
charging schemes.

3.3.1. The Basic Concept of the MC Method. MC method is
known as a stochastic simulation method or statistical testing
method to use random sampling for mathematical function
estimation. MC has statistical convergence where the fitting
deviation converges to a certain threshold.

The predicted model of the EV charging capacity calcula-
tion is developed based on MC random sampling tests. The
capacity of the battery charging is calculated per day evenly
divided into 96 intervals, and the total charging capacity in
the ith time interval is described as

Hi =
1
D

⋅ 〠
D

d=1
〠
N

j=1
hij d , 10
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Figure 5: Fitting analysis of the EVs traveling historical data.

Table 2: Description of the charging strategies.

Strategy Description

Randomness
When W1 = 1 0 and SOCcurr > SOCmin, charging at P = R > 0 5 denotes that charging is a random behaviour that

accords with the uniform distribution.

Tariff guidance
When W2 = 1 0 and SOCcurr > SOCmin, charging at P = 1 5 − C/CTOC > 0 5 denotes that the charging starts when
the current average cost of the charge is lower than that of the daily average cost, i.e., C < CTOC, that encourages users to

charge EVs at the parking period with the lowest electricity prices.

Charging at
parking

When W3 = 1 0 and SOCcurr > SOCmin, charging at P = 1 5 − Tcharge/Tslack > 0 5 denotes that the charging will be
started immediately after the arrival if the parking time is longer than the required full charging time, i.e., Tcharge < Tslack ;

since Tslack decreases over time, the maximum priority value P can be achieved at the just parking moment.

Table 3: Time-of-use electricity prices per day (unit Yuan/kWh)
[23].

[0–7]h [7–9]h [9–11]h [11–14]h [14–16]h

0.23 0.61 0.92 0.61 0.92

[16–19]h [19–21]h [21–23]h [23-24]h

0.61 0.92 0.61 0.23

1: Pmax ← 0; Tsc ← 0;
2: for i = 1 to T do
3: Pi ← calculate the priority by Eq. (7);
4: if Pmax < Pi then
5: Update the highest known priority: Pmax ← Pi;
6: Update the best charging interval: Tsc ← i;
7: end if
8: end for
9: if Pmax > 0 5 then
10: Start the EV charging at Tth

sc interval;
11: end if

Algorithm 1: The EV charging procedure.
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where hij d represents the charging capacity of the jth EV in

the ith time slot on the dth workday, N represents the number
of the EVs acquiring power supply from the grid in the ith

time period, and D is the total counted days. Several con-
straints are set in the simulation. Consider the condition
that the battery should be in fully charged status before
driving, the starting time of the battery charging should
be limited as

ΔT j =
Qcj
Wc

=
1 − SOCini,j ⋅Cap ⋅Vol

Wc
,

t j ∈ T0j, T1j − ΔT j ,
11

where T0j and T1j are the starting and ending slack status

of the jth EV, ΔT j is the maximum continuous charging
duration, Qcj is the charging capacity, SOCini,j is the initial

state of the jth battery capacity that is related to the driving
distance per trip, and t j delegates the starting charging
moment under fully charged conditions. The condition of
convergence adopted in MC sampling model is expressed as

βi =
Vi y
yi

= σi y
yi

, 12

where βi is the variance coefficient of the system indicator at
the ith moment; Vi, yi, and σi are the variance, expectation,
and standard deviation. The repeated times in MC simula-
tion is at least 100, and the variance coefficient βi is set to less
than 0.5%.

3.3.2. The Comprehensive Index Calculation via MC
Simulation. Firstly, according to the users traveling model,
the daily driving duration and mileage are determined, while
the EV charging time period is dependent on the traveling
status, characteristics of the battery, and the adopted charg-
ing strategy. After the determination of the EV driving/
charging period, the total driving mileage, charging power,
and charging bills can be calculated in the 96 time intervals
per day. Finally, the comprehensive index and related
variance coefficients can be studied based on equations (1)
and (12) to complete the whole day simulation.

According to the Shenzhen EVs demonstration and
promotion plan, the number of private EVs will reach
240,000 in 2020, which will be used for the charging load
calculation. Based on the probability distribution model of
the traveling pattern and three types of charging strategies,
the simulated large-scale EVs operation procedure via MC
simulation is shown in Figure 6. The related indices of the
predicted grid load per day in 2020 are shown in Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4 that there are large difference
for the peak loads or APR with different charging strategies.
Compared to the traveling habits of EV users, the EVs charg-
ing behaviours are more controllable via certain guidance.
Hence, the charging strategy is one of the most feasible
optimization objectives.

4. Multiobjective Charging Strategies for the
Large-Scale Evs

According to the government report, the grid load of the
Shenzhen exceeded 15598.6MW at 11:10 AM of 27th
June 2016, and the EV total charging load will exceed
5000MW per day in 2020. Moreover, with random and
parking-charging patterns, EV owners select to perform
charging during peak periods, i.e., 9 AM–14 PM and
20–23 PM, which is 1.57% and 1.97% of the historical
peak value, respectively. From the grid safety perspective,
it could easily cause peak superposition of the electricity
usages, thus putting heavy pressure on the grid accom-
modation capacity obviously.

On the other hand, EVs charging with tariff guidance can
avoid the charging during high-peak periods but could gen-
erate another charging peak value 824.64MW in shorter
periods between 23:00–2:00, which is shown in Figure 7.
Thus, with only the adoption of ToU pricing mechanism, it
would result in other concentrated charging periods and
abruptly steep high-peak electricity usage would endanger
the stability of the grid operation seriously.

From the comprehensive index perspective, the three
charging strategies cannot provide satisfied performance
under single factor consideration. For instance, the charging
at arrival pattern can guarantee the success of traveling but
also can produce higher bills; moreover, charging too fre-
quently would be harmful to the battery life. If only the
pricing-based charging mode is adopted, the tariff could
be least during midnight; however, in addition to a sharp
peak would be caused in short period of time, the required
electricity could not be guaranteed if the emergency traveling
is required.

Here, considering the impact factors involved in the
system indicator in equation (1), the three single indices
and the compressive index are configured as the objective
set, which is denoted by f obj. Then a combined multiobjec-
tive charging strategy can be proposed with the developed
nonlinear programming model, which is defined as

Y =W1R +W2 1 5
C

CTOC
+W3 1 5

Tcharge

Tslack
+U s + δ,

s t  

SOCmin,Wi, δ ∈ 0, 1 , i = 1,2,3,

1 0 = 〠
3

i=1
W,

max   f obj = APR, Rsave, Rtrip, Y ,

13

where Wi are the coefficients as described in equation (7);
SOCmin directly impacts the required energy supply and the
traveling distance of next trip. Given that EV starts charging
when P > 0 5, so δ is added as the model bias to make
the charging decision threshold more reasonable. These
parameters are set to be optimized.
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For the multiobjective problems, previous studies suggest
the gradient-based solution [24, 25]. As described in [25],
when the objective function is nondifferentiable, gradient-
based optimization techniques are not suitable for dynamic
programming models with constraints. Moreover, there are

many potential local extrema in the charging model, and
the gradient descent algorithm can easily lead to pseudocon-
vergence. Considering that our problem has constraints of
equality and inequality, the objective function is not required
to be continuous and differentiable in heuristic algorithm; the

Table 4: The EV daily charging load index prediction in 2020 (unit: MW).

Charging strategy Peak value Average value Average-peak ratio (APR) Load rate Total load High-peak periods Low-valley periods

Randomness 245.01 53.32 0.22 1.57% 5119.06 9:00~ 14:00 3:00~ 6:00
Tariff guiding 824.64 54.70 0.07 5.29% 5251.20 23:00~ 2:00 4:00~ 21:00
Parking-charging 306.92 54.87 0.18 1.97% 5267.27 20:00~ 23:00 13:00~ 17:00

Simulate EV behaviour

Initial daily traveling time
and the mileage

Initial daily charging time

Battery properties

Charging strategy

Time-of-Use price

PDF of traveling
behavior

Divide one day into different periods
by EV states (treveling/charging/idle)

EV state

Time for traveling Time for charging

Sufficient power
for the trip

Cancel
mileages

No

No

Yes

Yes
Next state?

Update SOC a�er travel/charge

Charged
power

Electric
cost

Calculate the required
duration for full charging

Calculate the indices and its variance �훽

Completing the daily simulation

Figure 6: The MC simulation of the EV driving and charging behaviour per day.
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multiobjective optimization algorithm based on feature
selection is proposed to find the global optimal combination
of system parameters.

First, the objective function is established as f obj; three
most popular heuristic algorithms, i.e., particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [26], genetic algorithm (GA) [27],
and simulated annealing (SA) [28] are selected to search
the nondominated set. Then the maximized comprehensive
index, max Y , can be extracted from the Pareto-front space,
so that a unique optimal solution can be obtained via the
proposed algorithm.

4.1. Optimal Searching Algorithm under Constraints.Accord-
ing to the constraints expressed in equation (13), a feature
selection-based algorithm is proposed to solve the problem
from continuous optimization transformed into discrete
optimization. First, the involved variables are coded into
binary form. Then the feature selection is applied to optimize
the feature code of each individual so as to improve the
quality of the variables combination under constraints. The
related open-source algorithms can be referred in [16], and
the detailed steps are described as follows.

Step 1. Preprocess each input variables, Wi, SOCmin, and δ
with 8-bit binary coded data, as Algorithm 2

Step 2. Initialize the particles swarm; each is expressed by an
8-bit × 5 (variables)

Step 3.With the adoption of feature selection algorithms, e.g.,
BPSO, optimize the feature code of each individual so as to
improve the quality of the variable combination

Step 4. Perform the inverse procedure of Step 1 and trans-
form the binary code of each individual into variables set
form in order to calculate the individual fitness. The
pseudocode (Algorithm 3) are displayed to describe the
equation constraint

Step 5. Implement the MC procedure to acquire the fitness,
and the converged negative index (1 − f obj) is regarded as
the individual fitness. The related parameters are set to speed
up the calculation and guarantee convergence as days = 30,
EVs = 100, and variance = 0 005

Step 6. If the optimality condition is satisfied or the
maximum number of iterations has been reached, the
procedure stops and the optimal variable combination
solution is obtained; otherwise, go to Step 3 to continue
the next iteration

Compared to the general constraint-handling methods,
such as penalty function [29], the proposed method pos-
sesses simplicity and high efficiency by transforming the
continuous combination problem into a binary feature
optimal problem. It can avoid invalid searching due to a
variable out of bound in each iteration. Therefore, binary
feature optimization can be applied in multiple intelligent
optimal algorithms.
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Figure 7: The hourly charging loads under 3 different strategies.

1: Var is a variable and its value is at 0.0–1.0
2: NVar ← Convert float values (Var × 255) to integer values
3: BVar ← Convert integer values (NVar) to binary values with 8 bits

Algorithm 2: Convert variables to binary.
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The PSO, GA, and SA are the typical algorithms for the
solution of multiobjective problems with constraints. Com-
bined with the basic feature selection method, they are used
to solve the objective in equation (13) with multiconstraint.
The involved parameter settings are listed in Table 5.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. In order to investigate
the access impact of the large-scale EVs to the grid load fea-
tures, the simulations are kept running for 3 days with two
cluster servers, whose hardware are listed in Table 6. The
EV charging behaviours are analyzed with multiple charging
strategies, and the performance index difference with multi-
objective schemes are also discussed.

4.2.1. The Convergence Analysis of the MC Process. The
results of the EVs charging in 100 days under different
charging strategies via MC simulation are shown in
Figure 8. The variance coefficient of the comprehensive Y
value (calculated by equation (13)) can be converged lower
than 0.5%, where the reliability is satisfied with the MC
simulation requirement.

Based on the traveling model with certain credibility and
different charging modes, MC is used to simulate the 240,000
EVs driving in 100 working days. After the convergence of
the simulated system is achieved, the daily average charging
load curves can be acquired with four different strategies, as
shown in Figures 9 and 10(a).

4.2.2. The Performance Comparison of the Charging
Strategies. The index comparison of different charging
schemes is illustrated in Figure 10. First, under the random
strategy, there will be new loads added as a superposition
during the peak periods of daytime, and the scheduled trips
of EV could be cancelled with higher probability due to
insufficient capacity (see Figure 10(c)). Moreover, a sharp
peak load could be generated in the midnight with the
tariff-guiding strategy. As for the parking-charging strategy,
a peak load as well as the highest electricity payment during
the evening period could be generated (see Figure 10(b)).

However, themultiobjective charging strategy can achieve
a compromise among different indicators (see Figure 9).
The essence of the multiobjective is to balance the resource
allocation among indicators, and the selection of weights in
the formula is rather subjective. Therefore, heuristic algo-
rithm is used to determine the Pareto optimum of variables.

Table 7 summarizes the indexes of different charging
strategies during daily driving. The APR is the highest with
random charging mode; the charging tariff is the least with
tariff-guiding mode; the highest rate of success traveling
can be achieved via parking-charging model; the best com-
prehensive index is achieved via the multiobjective charging
strategy. The results demonstrate that the combination
model described in equation (13) and the parameters config-
uration obtained via SA can guide the charging behaviour
effectively and improve the performance indices greatly.

4.2.3. Observations and Discussion. The experimental results
shown in Figure 10(a) indicate that the power load will reach
245.01MW during peak periods in 2020 with 240,000 EVs
charging without any guidance in Shenzhen. The power
suppliers have to take measures to update the current grid
infrastructure and develop the smart grid to reduce the
obviously peak-valley difference. Thus, based on the feature

Table 5: Parameters settings for three heuristic algorithms.

(a)

BPSO algorithm
Iterations Population Dimension ω C1 C2

200 100 40 0.9 1.5 1.5

(b)

Genetic algorithm
Operation Methods Ratio

Selection To keep certain elite individuals 0.1

Crossover Double point 0.7

Mutation Uniform 0.2

(c)

SA algorithm

Iteration Dimension
Reanneal
interval

Acceptance
function

Initial
temperature

1000 40 50
Boltzmann
probability

100

1: for each variable i = 1,… , 5 do
2: NVar i ← Convert binary with 8 bits, BVar(i), to integer value
3: Bound constraint: Var i ←NVar i /255
4: end for
5: Sw ← Var 1 +Var 2 + Var 3
6: for each W j coefficient j = 1,2,3 do
7: Linear equality constraint: W j ← Var j /Sw
8: end for
9: Smin ←Var 4
10: δ←Var 5

Algorithm 3: Process constraints.
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selection, three optimal searching algorithms considering
constraints are proposed and applied for solving multiobjec-
tive charging problem. As listed in Table 7, under the
multiobjective strategy and its optimized parameters config-
uration, the APR is increased by 11%, charging cost is saved
by 66.2%, and the successful traveling rate is 99.5%. There-
fore, the multiobjective combination of charging strategy
can provide a maximized comprehensive benefit for the EV
users and power suppliers. From the users perspective, it is
suggested that the EV should be charged timely if its SOC
is less than 56 9%.

Differentiating from other literatures that concern about
the accuracy verification of the load prediction [30, 31], this
paper designs a universal model to determine the optimal
periods for stand-alone charging behaviours, which has no
direct communication between the grid and EVs [11, 13] or
the online adjustment on the electricity price [12]. Referring
to the multiobjective strategy, the on-board programmable

control system can estimate the optimal periods to charge
the EV automatically during EV slack periods set by the EV
owners. Not only the traveling plan can be guaranteed but
also the electricity bills saving and off-peak energy usage
can be achieved simultaneously.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigates the EVs large-scale charging behav-
iours and discusses intelligent charging strategies. First, the
probability distribution model of the traveling pattern based
on the actual traffic data is established to improve the credi-
bility of the prediction. Considering the benefits for the EV
users and power suppliers, the evaluation indices are selected,
including load peak value, charging bills, and traveling rate.
Under the constraints of the EV battery features and users
traveling statistics characteristics, the multiobjective charging
strategy has been developed, where the Pareto optimum of
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Figure 8: MC convergence under 4 different charging strategies.
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Figure 9: The hourly charging load via the multiobjective strategy.

Table 6: The hardware environment of the experiments.

Machine CPU Memory

Cisco, UCSC-C240-M4L 2×E5-2609 v4 (1.7 GHz) 2×DDR4 (8G, 1866MHz)

DELL, PowerEdge R630 E5-2640 v4 (2.4GHz) DDR4 (8G, 2133MHz)
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the parameters are determined via a novel constraint-
handling method with feature selection. Monte Carlo tool is
adopted to simulate the EVs activities, and an open-source
system with a universal framework is released to promote

the research on access impact of the large-scale EVs to the
local grid load.

In summary, the adopted probability distribution statis-
tics, MC simulation, evaluation indices, and EV charging
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Figure 10: Index comparison of the hourly charging under four different charging strategies.
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model can provide an alternative for the discussion of large-
scale EVs development and grid resources assignment.
Further research will investigate the MC-based modelling
for different EVs (i.e., public transportation) in holidays
and the EV connection mode in the real-world grid network.
Besides, more work should be focused on the statistical
analysis of EVs access to distributed grid nodes, which can
give insights on how to realize the proposed methods in the
local distribution grids.

Nomenclature

Battery

Cap: Battery capacity, 100Ah
Vol: Voltage, 230V
Ec: Charging efficiency, 0.9
T fc: Full charged duration, 5 h
Wd : Energy consumption, 0.175 kW/h/km
SOC: State-of-charge = remainder capacity/rated capacity.

Pillar

Wc: Demand power from grid, constant power, 15 kW.

User

Fd : Traveling frequency (times) per day
Md : The driving mileage of each traveling, unit: km
Td : The duration of each traveling
Dt : The departure time of each traveling
Tc: Charging periods
SOCini: The SOC at the initial charging moment
Qc: The required charging power, unit: kW/h

Qc = 1 0 − SOCini × Cap × Vol.

EV scale

Nev: The amount of EVs.

Evaluation index

Wpeak : Daily charging peak value
Waverage: Total load/time interval
APR: Waverage/Wpeak
Rload: Load rate =Wpeak/grid peak
C: Charging cost = electricity price×power

consumption
Cmax: The highest price × charging quantity
Rsave: Saving rate = 1 − C/Cmax

Rtrip: Actually driving mileage/planned mileage
Y : The comprehensive index; the higher value means

higher system performance.

Multiobjective optimization model

f obj: Three single indices and the comprehensive index
make up the objective set

Wi: The coefficients of the factors (i = 1,2,3, i.e.,
randomness, price guidance, and slack time)

SOCmin: The lowest limit of the battery SOC
δ: The model bias.
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